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Etan was founded in 1988 and, over the years, has grown into one of the larger players on the European 
market. The company is a specialist in the high-quality trampoline market and its extensive experience and 
professional knowledge guarantee the best service.

For every target group, there is a wide range of trampolines available, including accessories, so you are 
assured of a product that meets all of your wishes. It is important to have a good mix of safety, jumping fun, 
quality, and price. That is why Etan delivers only quality for all our product lines. Your Etan partner will be 
happy to assist you.

ETAN, THE COMPANY



We say “no” to mass production and want to do our bit for society. We make sure that children can play safely 
on our trampolines.

Nowadays, quality is no longer taken for granted, which is why we check every aspect of our product oursel-
ves. We respect our customers and the environment. That is why we make safe products from durable mate-
rials. By doing this in our own production facility in the heart of Europe, Bosnia and Herzegovina, we produce 
durable trampolines that provide years of outdoor fun. In addition, we promote economic equality and help the 
less fortunate in Bosnian society.

ETAN, THE VISION



Do you have a hole in your jumping 
mat or did a triangle come loose? 
Don’t worry, we can fix most 
problems for you. When you fill 
in the repair form on the website, 
we will contact you. We will then 
come up with tailored advice and an 
appropriate solution.

At Etan, we have an in-house 
repair department, which allows 
us to communicate well about the 
arrangements made. This way, your 
children can play on their trampoline 
again in no time.

Visit the website www.etantrampolines.com for 
the conditions and repair form.

REPAIR SERVICE





ETAN TRAMPOLINES
What is the big attraction of trampolining? 
The answer is very simple: trampolining is 
healthy, cool and lots of fun! The feeling of 
being weightless for a while. Always a bit 
higher, always better tricks.

Etan trampolines are designed and made 
in the Netherlands, in Etan’s own factory in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina. Here, production 
takes place with an eye on safety, only 
European materials are used, and we strive 
for superior quality. Quality from Europe!

But which trampoline is right for you? Do you 
opt for standing, inground or PremiumFlat? 
One thing is certain! If you choose Etan, you 
choose years of fun!





With an Etan Premium trampoline, you can count 
on quality, safety, and lots of fun in the garden! The 
Etan Premium line is produced in our own factory in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, with high-quality and durable 
materials, all imported from European countries.

The Etan Premium line contains the unique Diamond 
System. There is alternately a triangle with a round hole 
and a triangle with an oval hole attached to the jumping 
mat. Because of this, not all springs are activated at the 
same time during jumping.

For small jumpers, this means that they can still jump 
smoothly with less weight. In combination with the high-
quality conical springs from the Netherlands, where zinc 
is processed into the steel of the springs, the jumping 
power is optimal.

With an Etan Premium trampoline, you’re assured of 
a safe trampoline that will remain safe, strong and 
popular for years to come.

ETAN PREMIUM
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Jumping mat
The jumping mat of the Etan Premium 
is made of high quality Permatron and 
is equipped with Etan’s unique Diamond 
System. A frost and rust resistant triangle 
to which the spring is attached. Jumping 
has never been this smooth.

WHY ETAN PREMIUM

Springs
Conical steel springs of Dutch 
origin for a powerful and smooth 
jump. With zinc processed into 
the steel for optimal corrosion 
resistance. Strength through the 
years!

Ladder
The included trampoline ladder 
ensures that you can easily get 
onto the trampoline.

Extra flap
All Etan Premium jumping mats have 
an extra flap. This flap is placed over 
the springs, covers them, and prevents 
accidents.



Safety pad
The safety pads of Etan Premium 
trampolines are made of high-quality 
European PVC, UV-resistant material 
and come with a 5-year guarantee.

An innersleeve on the inside of the 
trampoline safety pad. In this way, the 
safety pad lays well on the jumping 
mat. This prevents the jumper from 
reaching the springs.

Innersleeve

Frame
The frame is made of 1.8 mm thick, 
rust-resistant Italian steel. With this 
base, you will enjoy years of jumping 
fun.

Safety net
An externally attached safety net for 
optimal safety while jumping. Tested up 
to 500kg. Available in standard and deluxe 
version where the poles are bent. Safety 
first!

Curved poles
The slightly curved shape of the deluxe 
safety net poles of Etan Premium 
trampolines provides a deeper shock 
absorption. The thicker foam also ensures 
the jumper’s safety!



All the above trampolines are available in both deluxe and 
standard models.

The warranty period for the trampolines differs per model. The 
following guarantee periods apply for the premium trampolines: 
Frame - 10 years* | Jumping mat - 5 years | Safety pads - 5 
years | Springs - 10 years* | Steel safety net (standard) - 5 years 
/ Steel safety net (Deluxe) - 10 years | Other safety net compo-
nents - 3 years.

For an overview of all warranty periods for all trampolines and 
the warranty conditions go to the website www. etantrampoli-
nes.com

*After registration on Etan website 15 years, without registrati-
on 10 years. Purchases through the website www.etantrampoli-
nes.com are automatically registered for 15 years warranty.

WARRANTY

The Etan Premium trampoline with safety net in the round 
version. This is a trampoline as you saw it years ago. The diffe-
rence? With an Etan Premium, you get a real quality trampoline 
with a modern design.

Are you going for upright, inground or PremiumFlat? At Etan 
Trampolines, we have every model in green, grey and black.

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

ETAN PREMIUM

Type Size Max kg Width/ thickness safety pad

EPG08C(D) Ø244 cm 50kg 380 x 30 mm

EPG10C(D) Ø305 cm 150kg 380 x 30 mm

EPG12C(D) Ø366 cm 150kg 410 x 30 mm

EPG14C(D) Ø427 cm 150kg 410 x 30 mm



Etan Premium Trampoline with 
safety net 14ft / 427 cm black

Etan Premium Trampoline with 
safety net 08ft / 244 cm green

Etan Premium Trampoline with 
safety net Deluxe 10ft / 305 grey



All the above trampolines are available in both deluxe and 
standard models.

The warranty period for the trampolines differs per model. The 
following guarantee periods apply for the premium trampolines: 
Frame - 10 years* | Jumping mat - 5 years | Safety pads - 5 
years | Springs - 10 years* | Steel safety net (standard) - 5 years 
/ Steel safety net (Deluxe) - 10 years | Other safety net compo-
nents - 3 years.

For an overview of all warranty periods for all trampolines and 
the warranty conditions go to the website www. etantrampoli-
nes.com

*After registration on Etan website 15 years, without registrati-
on 10 years. Purchases through the website www.etantrampoli-
nes.com are automatically registered for 15 years warranty.

WARRANTY

The Etan Premium in-ground trampoline with safety net. This 
trampoline is meant to be in-ground and is placed on the edge 
of the pit.

The advantage of an in-ground trampoline is that it completely 
disappears in your garden because it’s lower to the ground. The 
eye wants something too!

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

ETAN PREMIUM

Type Size Max kg Width/ thickness safety pad

IEPG08C(D) Ø244 cm 50kg 380 x 30 mm

IEPG10C(D) Ø305 cm 150kg 380 x 30 mm

IEPG12C(D) Ø366 cm 150kg 410 x 30 mm

IEPG14C(D) Ø427 cm 150kg 410 x 30 mm

IN-GROUND



Etan Premium in-ground trampoline with 
safety 14ft / 427 cm black

Etan Premium in-ground trampoline with 
safety net 08ft / 244 cm green

Etan Premium in-ground trampoline with 
safety net Deluxe 10ft / 305 cm grey



All the above trampolines are available in both deluxe and 
standard models.

The warranty period for the trampolines differs per model. The 
following guarantee periods apply for the premium trampolines: 
Frame - 10 years* | Jumping mat - 6 years | Safety pads - 5 
years | Springs - 10 years* | Steel safety net (standard) - 5 years 
/ Steel safety net (Deluxe) - 10 years | Other safety net compo-
nents - 3 years.

For an overview of all warranty periods for all trampolines and 
the warranty conditions go to the website www. etantrampoli-
nes.com

*After registration on Etan website 15 years, without registrati-
on 10 years. Purchases through the website www.etantrampoli-
nes.com are automatically registered for 15 years warranty

WARRANTY

The Etan Premium trampoline in the round Premium Flat 
version. This trampoline is intended for digging in and is placed 
in the pit.

Brand new in the Etan trampoline range. The Premium Flat 
trampoline comes with Etan’s new OptiFlow trampoline jumping 
mat, which ensures optimal airflow during jumping. How high 
can you jump?

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

ETAN PREMIUM

Type Size Max kg With/ thickness safety pad

EPF08 Ø244 cm 50kg 380 x 30 mm

EPF10 Ø305 cm 150kg 380 x 30 mm

EPF12 Ø366 cm 150kg 410 x 30 mm

EPF14 Ø427 cm 150kg 410 x 30 mm

FLAT

NEW IN 2022



Etan PremiumFlat Trampoline 
14ft / 427 cm black

Etan PremiumFlat Trampoline 
08ft / 244 cm green

Etan PremiumFlat Trampoline 
10ft / 305 cm grey



All the above trampolines are available in both deluxe and 
standard models.

The warranty period for the trampolines differs per model. The 
following guarantee periods apply for the premium trampolines: 
Frame - 10 years* | Jumping mat - 5 years | Safety pads - 5 
years | Springs - 10 years* | Steel safety net (standard) - 5 years 
/ Steel safety net (Deluxe) - 10 years | Other safety net compo-
nents - 3 years.

For an overview of all warranty periods for all trampolines and 
the warranty conditions go to the website www. etantrampoli-
nes.com

*After registration on Etan website 15 years, without registrati-
on 10 years. Purchases through the website www.etantrampoli-
nes.com are automatically registered for 15 years warranty

WARRANTY

The Etan Premium trampoline with safety net in rectangular 
version. Extremely popular because of its rectangular shape. 
So, this trampoline fits in every garden!

All Etan Premium trampolines with safety net are available as 
standard and deluxe models. What’s the difference? In the de-
luxe version, the poles of the safety net are curved, have thicker 
foam, and have a deeper shock absorption.

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

ETAN PREMIUM

Type Size Max kg Width/ thickness safety pad

EPG0965C(D) 281 x 201 cm 50kg 380 x 30 mm

EPG1075C(D) 310 x 232 cm 150kg 410 x 30 mm

RECTANGULAR



Etan Premium Trampoline rectangular with 
net deluxe 1075ft / 310 x 232 cm black

Etan Premium Trampoline rectangular with 
net deluxe 0965ft / 281 x 201 cm green

Etan Premium Trampoline rectangular with 
net 1075ft / 310 x 232 cm grey



All the above trampolines are available in both deluxe and 
standard models.

The warranty period for the trampolines differs per model. The 
following guarantee periods apply for the premium trampolines: 
Frame - 10 years* | Jumping mat - 5 years | Safety pads - 5 
years | Springs - 10 years* | Steel safety net (standard) - 5 years 
/ Steel safety net (Deluxe) - 10 years | Other safety net compo-
nents - 3 years.

For an overview of all warranty periods for all trampolines and 
the warranty conditions go to the website www. etantrampoli-
nes.com

*After registration on Etan website 15 years, without registrati-
on 10 years. Purchases through the website www.etantrampoli-
nes.com are automatically registered for 15 years warranty

WARRANTY

The Etan Premium trampoline with safety net in the rectan-
gular inground version. Extremely popular among the families 
with a smaller garden. Why? Because it fits everywhere!

Did you know that rectangular trampolines jump just a bit 
differently than round ones? This is because the springs on 
the side where you jump stretch just a bit harder than on the 
other side. This creates a ‘launching effect’. Perfect for high 
jumps and tricks.

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

ETAN PREMIUM

Type Size Max kg Wifth/ thickness safety pad

IEPG0965C(D) 281 x 201 cm 50kg 380 x 30 mm

IEPG1075C(D) 310 x 232 cm 150kg 410 x 30 mm

IEPG1259C(D) 380 x 275 cm 150kg 410 x 30 mm

RECTANGULAR IN-GROUND



Etan Premium in-ground trampoline rectangular 
with net 1259ft / 380 x 275 cm black

Etan Premium in-ground trampoline retangular
with net 0965ft / 281 x 201 cm green

Etan Premium in-ground trampoline rectangular 
with net Deluxe 1075ft / 310 x 232 cm grey



All the above trampolines are available in both deluxe and 
standard models.

The warranty period for the trampolines differs per model. The 
following guarantee periods apply for the premium trampolines: 
Frame - 10 years* | Jumping mat - 6 years | Safety pads - 5 
years | Springs - 10 years* | Steel safety net (standard) - 5 years 
/ Steel safety net (Deluxe) - 10 years | Other safety net compo-
nents - 3 years.

For an overview of all warranty periods for all trampolines and 
the warranty conditions go to the website www. etantrampoli-
nes.com

*After registration on Etan website 15 years, without registrati-
on 10 years. Purchases through the website www.etantrampoli-
nes.com are automatically registered for 15 years warranty

WARRANTY

The Etan Premium trampoline in the rectangular PremiumFlat 
version. This trampoline is meant to be dug in and placed in 
the pit.

Brand new in the Etan trampoline range. The PremiumFlat 
trampoline comes with Etan’s new OptiFlow trampoline jum-
ping mat, which ensures optimal airflow while jumping. How 
high can you jump?

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

ETAN PREMIUM

Type Size Max kg Width/ thickness safety pad

EPF0965 281 x 201 cm 50kg 380 x 30 mm

EPF1075 310 x 232 cm 150kg 410 x 30 mm

EPF1259 380 x 275 cm 150kg 410 x 30 mm

RECTANGULAR FLAT

NEW IN 2022



Etan PremiumFlat Trampoline rectangular 
 1259ft / 380 x 275 cm black

Etan PremiumFlat Trampoline rectangular 
 0965ft / 281 x 201 cm green

Etan PremiumFlat Trampoline rectangular 
  1075ft / 310 x 232 cm grey



INGRAAFSERVICEETAN’S DIAMOND SYSTEM

fraction of a second later the other 
half with the round opening.

Traditional triangle
The traditional iron triangle, the 
most commonly used type of 
triangle, is the part to which the 
spring is hooked in order to secure 
the trampoline jumping mat to the 
frame. 

These triangles are coated in a 
bath of zinc for a rustproof layer.

Diamond System
Only found on Etan Premium 
trampolines is the Diamond 
System. This system replaces the 
traditional triangle with a frost- and 
rust- proof plastic triangle. 

Next to durability the Diamond 
System for a smoother jump. This 
is due to the alternating round and 
oval openings in the triangle.

The smoother jump is due to the 
spring in the oval opening being 
stretched less than that in the 
round opening. This means that 
during jumping, the jumper first has 
to stretch one half of the spring 
with the oval opening and a 
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PART IN
NEED OF
REPLACEMENT?

Is your trampoline a few years old? Are you 
afraid that the safety pads don’t cushion the 
fall anymore or that the jumping mat tears?

In such cases, it might be wise to look for a 
replacement product.

At Etan Trampolines, we don’t only sell 
trampolines, but also all parts separately. 
This way, you can be sure you can always 
buy a new jumping mat for your trampoline 
model years later. You never know what can 
happen when you’re trimming the hedge.

Can’t find the pad you’re looking for on the 
website or at your local retailer? Then please 
contact us directly. Often, we have developed 
a replacement product especially for your 
trampoline model.

 



An Etan Hi-Flyer trampoline is ideal for the 
starting trampoline jumper. The Hi-Flyer 
is available as a round and rectangular 
trampoline. Whether you’re looking for an 
standing or in-ground trampoline, the Etan Hi-
Flyer line has a suitable model for every need.

What makes the Etan Hi-Flyer trampoline so 
ideal for the beginner is not only the price-
quality ratio. The Hi-Flyer line is namely 
already available from 06ft or 183cm, which 
means that even the smallest jumpers can 
safely learn to jump the trampoline.

All in all, a great starting trampoline which 
guarantees years of fun!

ETAN HI-FLYER





Jumping mat
The trampoline jumping mats of all Etan 
Hi-Flyer trampolines are made of strong 
Permatron and have iron triangles on 
which the springs hook. These triangles 
are dipped in a bath of zinc to make them 
rustproof.

WHY ETAN HI-FLYER

Springs
The springs of all Etan Hi- Flyer 
trampolines are coated in a bath 
of zinc for a rustproof layer. These 
springs are known for their easy 
and smooth jump.

Ladder

The included trampoline ladder ensures 
that you can easily get onto the 
trampoline.



Safety pad

Unique in this price class! The Etan 
Hi-Flyer safety pads are 30 mm thick. 
The thickness and high quality of 
the foam make this safety pads very 
safe!

Frame
Unique in this price class! The Etan 
Hi-Flyer safety pads are 30 mm thick. 
The thickness and high quality of 
the foam make this safety pads very 
safe!

Safety net
The safety net of the Etan Hi-Flyer is easily 
attached to the poles of the frame. The 
net is tested to 500kg and ensures safe 
trampoline jumping. Safety is nr. 1!

Fixed internally
The safety net of all Etan Hi-Flyers is 
attached to the inside of the safety pads. 
In this way, an enclosed space is created, 
and the springs are fully covered.



The warranty period for the trampolines differs per model. The following 
guarantee periods apply for the Hi-Flyer trampolines: Frame - 8 years 
| jumping mat - 2 years | Springs Jumping mat - 2 years | Safety pads 
2 years | Springs 2 years | Safety net steel - 3 years and other parts - 2 
years.

For an overview of all warranty periods for all trampolines and the war-
ranty conditions go to the website www.etantrampolines.com

WARRANTY

The Etan Hi-Flyer trampoline is available as both a round 
and a rectangular model. This trampoline is characterised by 
its smooth and easy jump. Perfect for the younger jumpers 
among us.

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

ETAN HI-FLYER

Type Size Max kg Width/ thickness safety pad

HF06C Ø183 cm 50kg 300 x 30 mm

HF08C Ø244 cm 50kg 300 x 30 mm

HF10C Ø305 cm 100kg 300 x 30 mm

HF12C Ø366 cm 100kg 300 x 30 mm

HF0965C 281 x 201 cm 50kg 300 x 30 mm

HF1075C 310 x 232 cm 100kg 300 x 30 mm

ROUND AND RECTANGULAR



Etan Hi-Flyer Trampoline with net 
12ft / 366 cm green

Etan Hi-Flyer Trampoline with net 
 08ft / 244 cm green

Etan Hi-Flyer Trampoline rectangular with net
1075ft / 310 x 232 cm green



The warranty period for the trampolines differs per model. The following 
guarantee periods apply for the Hi-Flyer trampolines: Frame - 8 years 
| jumping mat - 2 years | Springs Jumping mat - 2 years | Safety pads 
2 years | Springs 2 years | Safety net steel - 3 years and other parts - 2 
years.

For an overview of all warranty periods for all trampolines and the war-
ranty conditions go to the website www.etantrampolines.com

WARRANTY

The Etan Hi-Flyer trampoline is available as both a round and 
a rectangular model. The inground version of the Hi-Flyer 
trampoline is placed on the pit and is easy to dig in.

This trampoline is characterised by its smooth and easy 
jump. Perfect for the younger jumpers among us.

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

ETAN HI-FLYER

Type Size Max kg Width/ thickness safety pad

IHF08C Ø244 cm 50kg 300 x 30 mm

IHF10C Ø305 cm 100kg 300 x 30 mm

IHF12C Ø366 cm 100kg 300 x 30 mm

IHF0965C 281 x 201 cm 50kg 300 x 30 mm

IHF1075C 310 x 232 cm 100kg 300 x 30 mm

IN-GROUND



Etan Hi-Flyer in-ground trampoline with net 
 12ft / 366 cm green

Etan Hi-Flyer in-ground trampoline with net 
08ft / 244 cm green

Etan Hi-Flyer in-ground trampoline rectangular 
with net 1075ft / 310 x 232 cm green



OOPTIFLOW
JUMPING MATS

TIME FOR AN
UPGRADE?
Are you not jumping high enough 
anymore? Do you want to jump faster 
because you want to do tricks or 
somersaults? Then it’s time for something 
better.

It happens more often than you think that 
a trampoline jumps great one moment 
and doesn’t jump at all a few years later. 
Just like with everything, your need for 
trampoline jumping also changes.

At Etan Trampolines, we developed 
several upgrades to improve your jumping 
experience. Do you suffer from a dull 
jump? Then the airflow is probably not 
optimal. Then opt for Etan OptiFlow!

Would you like to have a faster jump? This 
is probably because your springs are not 
turned up strongly enough. In that case, 
the Etan QuickSprings springs are the 
solution for you.

All in all, for every trampoline need, Etan 
Trampolines is the right address.

Trampoline jumping mats
 

Etan OptiFlow
The Etan OptiFlow trampoline 
jumping mats are made of 
PVC. The open structure of 
the jumping mat allows the air 
to move through it optimally.

Thanks to the optimal airflow, 
dull jumps are a thing of 
the past! Upgrade your 
trampoline!

Etan Premium
The Etan Premium trampoline 
jumping mat is made of 
high-quality permatron. 
The trampoline springs are 
attached through Etan’s 
unique Diamond System.

These rust- and frostproof 
triangles ensure a smooth 
and controlled jump!



QQUICK
SPRINGS

XXCHANGE
JUMPING MATS

Etan QuickSpring springs
The new Etan QuickSpring 
springs are stretched a lot 
tighter, compared to the Etan 
Premium trampoline springs.

This creates a stronger and 
faster jump. A jump that 
gives you the chance to make 
lightning-fast somersaults 
and screws. Perfect for the 
real daredevil!

Etan Premium springs
The Etan Premium springs 
come standard with all Etan 
Premium trampolines.

These springs were especially 
developed for a smooth jump. 
Jumping for entire childhood!

Etan Xchange safety pad
The Etan Xchange trampoline 
safety pads are made of high-
quality European PVC.

These safety pads are extra 
wide These safety pads are 
extra wide, so they can be used 
universally for trampolines of 
different brands, sizes, and 
spring lengths.

Etan Xchange jumping mat
The Etan Xchange trampoline 
jumping mats are the perfect 
replacement mats on the 
market.

These mats are specially made 
for trampolines you often can’t 
find replacement mats for.

These are trampolines with 14 
and 16,5 cm springs.



A trampoline weather cover doesn’t only 
keep your trampoline clean, but also 
extends the life span of your trampoline. 
They’re available for a large assortment of 
trampolines in different colours. Our grey 
weather covers are made of high-quality 
European PVC and are UV-resistant.

All protection covers have an opening 
in the top of the cover, through which 
rainwater can run away and condensation 
is prevented. This is done to prevent the 
accumulation of moisture and mould.

TRAMPOLINE COVER
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TRAMPOLINE 
ACCESSORIES

INSTALLATION KIT
Do you want to dig in your trampoline? This 
is possible with the installation kit from Etan 
Trampolines! With this kit, you maintain the 
bounce and optimal airflow of a standing 
trampoline.

REPAIR KIT
Is there a hole in your jumping mat? Don’t be 
sad! With the Etan trampoline repair kit, you 
can easily repair the hole yourself.

Are you still not sure whether the jumping mat 
can be repaired, or do you doubt the safety of 
the jumper? Contact us for advice from our 
expert.

ANCHORING SET
Anchor your standing or inground trampoline 
with the Etan trampoline anchoring set. With 
this set, your trampoline is safe in the garden, 
even in case of a heavy storm!



Etan Trampolines B.V.
Ladonkseweg 8, 5281RN, Boxtel, 
Noord-Brabant, The Netherlands
+31 411 748005 
www.etantrampolines.com


